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Alicja Kuczyyńska, Instytut Psychologii
P
Un
niwersytetu Opoolskiego, Opolee
Styl przywiiązywania a zachowania wiążżące
ATTACHM
MENT STYLE AND
A
THE BON
NDING BEHAV
VIORS
It was presuumed on the bassis of Bowlby'ss theory that atttachment style of persons creaating a couple w
will effect the frequency
f
of prresenting
bonding behhaviors and their emotional peerception in thee intimate relatiionships. As a result of this aassumption the main goal of thhe paper
was to test thhe formulated hypotheses.
h
Tak
king into accouunt the results of
o research on bonding
b
behavioor there was alsso an attempt too answer
the questionn whether subjective feeling off being threatenned is the only factor causing bonding
b
behaviior. In the ex post facto researrch more
than 220 coouples were parrticipating. Thee results of ressearch verified the presumed hypothesis witth regard to freequency and em
motional
perception oof bonding behhavior by peoplle who were chharacterized by various style of
o attachment. The research results
r
also prooved that
subjective feeeling of being threatened is no
ot the only factoor releasing bon
nding behavior and determininng the way of th
heir perception..
Key words: attachment, boonding behaviorrs, intimate relaationships
Mika, Uniwersyttet Warszawski
Stanisław M
Korelaty wyywierania wpłyywu – doniesieenie wstępne
SOME COR
RRELATES OF
F SOCIAL INFL
LUENCE – TH
HE PRELIMINA
ARY REPORT
During the sstudies of threee basic social needs
n
(need for power, need for
f achievementt, and need forr affiliation), an
nd techniques of
o social
influence, thhe following reelationships werre established: 1. Subjects witth high level off need for pow
wer used more frequently,
f
thann people
with low levvel of that needd, different metthods of influenncing other peo
ople. 2. The maanagers of medi
dium level of orrganizational hiierarchy
tried to influuence more freqquently their su
ubordinates, thaan to influence their superiorss. 3. The suborddinates were in
nfluenced by thee use of
so-called "hhard" techniques, and superiorrs with the use of "soft" techn
niques. 4. Femaales manager, m
more frequently
y than male maanagers,
used soft tecchniques of infl
fluence, particullarly toward sub
ubordinates. 5. It
I looks that Polish managers hhave similar LM
MP (leadershipp motive
pattern), as A
American manaagers. The stron
ngest is the neeed for Power, th
he need of achiievement is of medium level, and the weakest is the
need for affiiliation. Howevver, female man
nagers have the strongest need for achievemen
nt.
Key words: social influencce, need for ach
hievement, needd for affiliation,, correlates
Agnieszka C
Czerw, Instytut Organizacji
O
i Zaarządzania, Pollitechnika Wroccławska. Wrocław
Analiza stru
uktury optymiizmu
OPTIMISM
M STRUCTURE
E ANALYSIS
This article describes optim
mism structure analysis. Thatt analysis was developed duriing the construuction of a new
w method for optimism
measuremennt. Factor analyysis indicated that "optimism
m" is composed
d of four factors. Those factoors have differrent origins: coognitive,
emotional, bbehavioral and mixed.
m
Key words: optimism, struucture analysis, origins
Kinga Lachoowicz-Tabaczekk, Instytut Psych
hologii Uniwerrsytetu Wrocław
wskiego, Wrocłław
Empirycznaa weryfikacja tezy
t
o „nierów
wności" samoocceny kobiet i mężczyzn
m
THE EMPIR
RICAL TEST OF
O THE THESIIS ON „INEQU
UALITY" IN SE
ELF-ESTEEM OF MEN AND
D WOMEN
The majorityy of results conncerning the problem of differrences in level of self-esteem between sexes show that the level of self-essteem is
lower in woomen than in men.
m
These findiings are provedd by indirect daata revealing many
m
similaritiees in behavior of
o women and persons
p
with low seelf-esteem as well
w as men an
nd people withh high self-esteeem. The purpo
ose of the pressented study was
w verificationn of the
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hypothesis about deficiency in the level of self-esteem in women in comparison with men. The additional aim was to specify the possible
strategies of rebuilding self-esteem used by women, which were described in social identity theory (Tajfel, Turner, 1978). The results
confirmed the main hypothesis and revealed clear difference in self-esteem between sexes to women disadvantage. Additionally, it was
found that women do not consistently use any of methods of rebuilding self-esteem, what prove the difference between the dimensions
which were perceived by them as most important and these self-views which influence their global self-esteem. On the level of selfdescription women seem to preserve their current gender identity and stereotype. However, the factors influencing global self-esteem in
women revealed their aspiration to the social image of men.
Key words: self-esteem, empirical test, inequality
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Agnieszka Golec, Instytut Psychologii, Polska Akademia Nauk, Warszawa
Strukturalne aspekty myślenia politycznego. Prezentacja koncepcji i metody badawczej Shawna Rosenberga na przykładzie
danych z badania polskich polityków
STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF POLITICAL THINKING AMONG POLISH POLITICIANS. PRESENTATION OF SHAWN
ROSENBERGS THEORYAND METHOD
The present study was conducted among 46 high (MP) and mid-level (party members) Polish politicians whose modes of political
thinking were described in terms of levels of development of political thought proposed by Rosenberg (1988). The levels of development
were assessed by means of content-analysis of structured interviews on political dilemmas. The results indicate that less developmentally
advanced, limited, and simplified perception of political reality prevailed in this group. The more advanced levels of development of
political thinking were found rarely, only in the oldest age group (48-69), and more often among high-level than mid-level politicians.
There was no significant difference between members of governing coalition and oppositionists with respect to the levels' distribution.
Key words: political thinking, politicians Rosenbergs theory
Eugenia Mandal, Instytut Psychologii Uniwersytetu Śląskiego, Katowice
Molestowanie seksualne w miejscu pracy
SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT THE WORKPLACE
The sexual harassment at the workplace is considered from the psychological perspective. The article presents the psychological,
behavioral and legal definitions of sexual harassment, the three forms of sexual harassment, the model of sexual harassing behaviors and
the social-psychological model for predicting sexual aggression. Gender-related differences in perceptions of sexuality and origin of the
automatic power-sex association are discussed and also psychological researches of harassers and the persons who are the target of
harassment are reported.
Key words: sexual harassment, harassing behaviors, workplace
Piotr Gasparski, Instytut Psychologii, Polska Akademia Nauk, Warszawa
Status społeczny a opinie i zachowania polityczne jednostki
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND INDIVIDUAL POLITICAL OPINIONS AND ACTIVITY
The paper focuses on relationships between socio-economic status and political opinions and behaviours. The empirical data was derived
from nation-wide surveys and from author's research. The results indicate that there are strong relationships between one's position in
social hierarchy and political behaviour. People from the top of the hierarchy are much more involved in political activity then those in the
low position. The phenomenon is interpreted in terms of individual causal attributions in the explanation of social successes and failures.
Different patterns of correlation between political activity and income in the groups of different position were found. Political activity is
proportional to the income in the group from the top of hierarchy. In the low position group political activity is associated with low income.
The interpretation of this phenomenon refers to individual assessments of gains and loses connected with political activity.
Key words: socio-economic status, political opinions, political behaviors
Anna Brzezińska, Instytut Psychologii Uniwersytetu im. Adama Mickiewicza, Poznań
Piotr Krzywicki, Nauczycielskie Kolegium Języków Obcych we Włocławku, Ośrodek Szkolno-Wychowawczy w Wielgiem
Właściwości samowiedzy na przełomie późnej adolescencji i wczesnej dorosłości
CHARACTERISTICS OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE DURING TRANSITIONAL PERIOD BETWEEN LATE ADOLESCENCE AND
EARLY CHILDHOOD
The basic purpose of this study was to define qualities of self-knowledge in the transitional period between late adolescence and early
adulthood. For that reason there has been constructed "The self-knowledge questionnaire". That tool has been created in a way enabling in
the future research to compare the youth developing properly and youth with light mental retardation. The research was based on the
assumption that cognitive definition and judgment oneself are made in the context of judgment of other people. The results indicate that
most people reaching adult age do not notice the features that differ them at the essential level from other people of the same age level.
Relatively high self-judgment may be considered to be a characteristic trait of the presented group. The results suggest that the process of
getting out of the identity crisis being characteristic for adolescence is accompanied with high optimism and high self-judgment. That
article presents the first step of the more complex research project concerning the self-structure of adolescents with the light mental
retardation.
Key words: self-knowledge, transition to adulthood, identity crisis
S. Maria B. Pecyna, Akademia Pedagogiki Specjalnej im. Marii Grzegorzewskiej, Warszawa
Zachowanie się fal elektroencefalograficznych SMR i theta u młodych kobiet po zastosowaniu wolnozmiennych pól magnetycznych
BEHAVIOR SMR AND THETA ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC WAVES AT THE YOUNG WOMAN AFTER APPLYING
EXTREMELY – LOW – FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELDS
The thesis presents results of an influence of extremely – low – frequency magnetic fields generated by magnetostimulator Viofor JPS on
amplitude values of SMR and theta waves recorded on-line from F3-C3 and F4-C-4 off takes using the CapScan EEG/ EMG subsystem
operating in biofeedback system. The subject to the research were 64 the young woman with high – (group A) and normal (group B)
intelligence. Total were examined at the Psychophysiology Laboratory of the Maria Grzegorzewska Academy of Special Education in
Warsaw. On the basis of conducted statistical analysis it was affirmed that extremely – low – frequency magnetic fields caused
modifications to amplitude values of SMR and theta waves in a direction of better sensory organization, i.e. better coordination and
organization of sensory material. This brought to the conclusion that by applying an extremely – low – frequency magnetic fields it is
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possible not only to affect favorably brain areas responsible for conscious recording and processing of sensory information, but also to
improve mentally retarded sensory sharpness, that includes every process described either at the physiological or psychological level,
which is associated with feelings at the young woman with low intelligence.
Key words: electroencephalograpfic waves, young women, magnetic field
Marzena Ożarowska, Instytut Psychologii Akademii Bydgoskiej w Bydgoszczy
Wojciech Ożarowski, Instytut Psychologii Akademii Bydgoskiej w Bydgoszczy
103-110 Płeć a przyjmowanie perspektywy partnera małżeńskiego w dokonywaniu decyzji życiowo doniosłej
GENDER AND MARITAL SPOUSE PERSPECTIVE TAKING IN LIFE – SIGNIFICANCE DECISION MAKING
The study has confirmed the hypothesis predicting that gender differences between husbands' and wives' may influence the perspective
taking in decision making. 90 married couples in 3 periods of marital life were interweaved. Their abilities of spouse's perspective taking
from 3 different perspectives (1. simple, 2. meta, 3. meta-meta perspective) were measured. The results show that generally women have
higher level of empathy, especially it concern to such parts of decisional process as sort of information used. Instead men demonstrate
higher level of taking into account for negative consequences – also their decision and decision of theirs spouses.
Key words: gender spouse, marital spouse, life perspective, decision making
Małgorzata Niesiobędzka, Katedra Psychologii, Uniwersytet w Białymstoku
111-118 Społeczne reprezentacje gospodarki rynkowej
SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE MARKET ECONOMY
This article reports the results of an empirical investigation of the social representations of free market economy. Social representations are
defined as a consensual universes of thoughts, images and ideas, which are socially created and socially communicated to form part of a
"common consciousness". Two kinds of questionnaires were used: one open format and the other (in a second stage) closed-format. In the
study took part 171 subjects from private and state firms. Subjects were asked to give associations to the word "free market", to indicate
social groups connected with free market and to estimate the importance of given factors forming this kind of economy. The way of
understanding of the economic phenomenon and attitudes toward free market were investigated too. Two representations were elicted:
Market and Unfamiliar. The study confirmed the relationship between kind of representation and an area of economic experience. Most of
people employed in private firm shared Market representation, whereas Unfamiliar representation was anchored in group of state workers.
Key words: market economy, social representation, common consciousness
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127-134 O powinnośściach – nie tyllko metodologiicznych – psycchologów prow
wadzących bada
ania naukowe:: Profesorowi Janowi
J
Strelau
uowi na
siedemdziessięciolecie
ON RESPON
NSIBILITIES (NOT
(
ONLY METHODOLOG
M
GICAL) OF PS
SYCHOLOGISTS CONDUCT
TING SCIENTIIFIC RESEARC
CH: TO
PROFESSO
OR JAN STREL
LAU ON HIS SEVENTIETH A
ANNTVERSAR
RY
The paper ddiscusses the isssue that brings together
t
a threee-fold type of responsibilities for psychologissts who have linked their proffessional
lives with unniversity and peerform there a double
d
role (oncce defined in Humboldfs
H
visio
on of university)
y) – responsibiliities following from
f
the
role of a ressearcher and thhose following from the role oof a teacher. Both are conneccted with the roole a professor (as a researcheer) he is
expected to perform for thee society. The author
a
briefly ppresents the threee main principles regulating tthe proceeding of a psychologist in all
e
on the ethical aspeccts connected with
w executing the
t task. The sseventieth anniv
versary of a prrominent
three roles, with a major emphasis
Polish psychhologist, Professsor Jan Strelau, is a particularlly opportune occcasion to take on these fundam
mental matters.
Key words: psychology research, method
dology, ontologyy
Andrzej Strzzałecki, Instytutt, Psychologii. Uniwersytet
U
Kaardynała Stefana Wyszyńskiego. Warszawa
135-146 Model Stylu
u Twórczego Zachowania
Z
jak
ko wyznacznik
k funkcjonowa
ania kadry men
nedżerskiej w w
warunkach zm
mian systemowyych
THE STYLE
E OF CREATIV
VE BEHAVIOR
R AS A MODE
EL OF EFFECT
TIVE MANAG
GEMENT UNDE
ER SYSTEMS
S
TRANSFOR
RMATION
The author'ss model of The Style of Creatiive Behaviour ((STB) was used
d to study personality determiinants of effective managerial activity
in a small ffirm under systtems transformations. Seventyy seven manag
gers were tested
d using Strzaleecki's five facto
ors "Creative Behavior
B
Questionnairre" (CBQ): 1. Appreciation of
o Life, 2. Strenngth of Ego, 3. Self-realizatio
on, 4. Flexibilitty of Cognitivee Processes, 5. Internal
Locus of Evvaluation, togetther with Catteell's"Sixteen Peersonality Facto
or Questionnairre" (SPFQ) annd Strelau's "Fo
ormal Characteeristic of
Behavior" (F
FCB-TI). The best explanatio
on (Multiple R = .859, 69% of variance) of the global inndex of manageerial effectivenness was
achieved thrrough a regressiion equation in which the greaatest weights reeceived three factors from CBQ
Q (Appreciation
n of Life, Flexiibility of
Cognitive P
Processes, Self-realization), eight factors from
m SPFQ, and one factor from
m FCT. The ar
article ends in a discussion abbout the
creativity dim
mensions of thee entrepreneuriaal activity of Poolish managers under economiic transformatioon.
Key words: creative behavvior, behavior sttyles, managem
ment, system traansformation
Maciej Dym
mkowski, Instytuut Psychologii, Uniwersytet
U
Oppolski, Opole
nie siebie
147-154 Autoprezen
ntacja pozbawiiona mistyfikaccji a pojmowan
SELF-PRES
SENTATION WITHOUT
W
ANY
Y DECEPTION
N AND THE SE
ELF-CONCEPT
The receptioon of explicit positive
p
evaluattion of the actoor's endeavors effectiveness of
o the falsified self-image preesentation causees some
transformatiions of his or her self-beliefs
fs into ones beetter fitting the publicly demo
onstrated behavvior. But even
n through reduccing the
behavior to self-presentatioon in front of the
t observers w
well informed that
t
it is only role-playing,
r
thhe actor can alsso change the privately
p
g
formulated sself-evaluationss and self-descrriptions. If this rrole-playing is not negatively evaluated by a social audience, it will often generate
inclusion off some information inferred fro
om the publicly demonstrated behavior
b
in the self-concept.
Key words: self-presentation, self-image, deception, selff-concept
Agnieszka N
Niedźwieńska, Innstytut Psychologii, Uniwersyttet Jagielloński, Kraków
155-164 Co jest szczzególnego w efeekcie lampy błyskowej?
IS THERE A
ANYTHING SP
PECIAL ABOU
UT FLASHBUL
LB MEMORIE
ES?
Brown and Kulik (1977) described flashbulb memorries as those of
o the circumsstances of heaaring about a highly surprising and
ph, to show very little forgettting, and to be produced by a special
consequentiaal event. Thesee memories were said to be liike a photograp
purpose mem
mory mechanissm. The aim off this article is to examine thee major theoretiical and empiriical claims of the
t original Broown and
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Kulik paper. The evaluation of their claims in light of recent work will focus primarily on the question: What are the implications of recent
studies for the hypothesis of a special flashbulb memory mechanism?
Key words: flashbulb memory, memory mechanism
Maria Lis-Turlejska, Wydział Psychologii, Uniwersytet Warszawski, Warszawa
Aleksandra Łuszczyńska-Cieślak, Wydział Psychologii, Uniwersytet Warszawski, Warszawa
165-173 Adaptacja cywilnej wersji Kwestionariusza Zespołu Stresu Pourazowego: Mississippi PTSD Scale
THE ADAPTATION OF THE POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER QUESTIONNAIRE: MISSISSIPPI PTSD SCALE
The paper presents the Polish adaptation of an instrument measuring the level of intensity of posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms. The
Mississippi Scale developed by Terence M. Keane, Juesta M. Caddell and Kathryn L. Taylor (1988) is recommended as one of the best
psychometric instruments used for measuring PTSD symptoms among combat veterans. The civilian version of this scale, developed by
Vreven et al., (1995) obtained good indices of validity and reliability. The questionnaire contains 35 items related to PTSD symptoms:
intrusive reexperiencing of traumatic event, avoidance, emotional numbing, and hyperarousal. Additional items are related to the
symptoms associated with PTSD: depressiveness, suicidal tendencies and guilt feelings. The paper presents four studies dealing with
university students, firemen, alcohol-dependent persons and raped and battered women. The results of these studies show satisfactory
validity and reliability of the Polish version of the Mississippi PTSD Scale.
Key words: posttraumatic stress, stress disorder, PTSD Scale
Bohdan Dudek, Jerzy Koniarek, Maria Szymczak, Instytut Medycyny Pracy im. prof. dra mcd. Jerzego Nofera w Łodzi
175-183 Osobowość a postrzeganie stresogenności pracy w policji
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONALITY AND PERCEIVED STRESS AMONG POLICE OFFICERS
Stress experienced at worksite is commonly recognized as a factor affecting workers' health and productivity. Subjective nature of stress is
generally accepted by researchers into this field. Therefore, it is very important to know the role of personality traits in determining the
level of experienced stress. 833 police officers participated in the presented study. The following variables were assessed: perceived stress
at work (dependent variable) and: sense of coherence, self-efficacy, Big Five Personality Factors (neuroticism, extraversion, openness to
experience, agreeableness, conscientiousness) and temperament domains (strength of excitatory process, strength of inhibitory process,
equilibrium of nervous processes). A results analysis proved that ten personality variables explained 35.9 % of perceived job stress
variability. Only three of them were correlated with the level of stress on a statistically significant level: sense of coherence (r = -.40),
neuroticism (r = .17), and strength of excitatory process (r = -.09).
Key words: personality, perceived stress, police officers
Wioletta Radziwiłłowicz, Instytut Psychologii, Uniwersytet Gdański, Gdańsk
185-200 Organizacja funkcjonalna procesów poznawczych w otępieniu, depresji i starzeniu się
THE FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF COGNITLVE PROCESSES IN DEMENTIA, DEPRESSION AND AGEING
The aim of the study was an analysis of the correlation between chosen cognitive processes and the search for specific disorders in
information functioning of patients with dementia, depression and ageing. In patients with dementia there has been determined a total
deterioration of examined information functions. The disorder of visuospatial ability can be recognised as the so- called basic defect which
disturbs all the functional systems embodying this factor. Compensation mechanisms are regulated by processes of attention and short term
memory. The cognitive system of patients with depression is based mainly on the functions containing the visuospatial factor. The internal
regularity and synchronisation, however, manifests them selves in patients with depression with smaller intensity than in people with
ageing. That is why the overall level of cognitive functioning in patients with diagnosed depression is approaching the level in people with
ageing, with simultaneous appearance of many qualitative differences in comparison to the group of patients with dementia and ageing.
The variety and parallelity of processing information – adapted to the aim and context of the cognitive activities – secures the healthy
people, with ageing, with high level of general mental efficiency.
Key words: cognition, dementia, depression, ageing
Hanna Brycz, Instytut Psychologii, Uniwersytet Gdański, Gdańsk
201-217 Zanik ironicznych efektów kontroli w spostrzeganiu własnych/cudzych czynów sprawnych i niemoralnych
IRONIC EFFECT OF MENTAL CONTROL DETERIORATION IN THE PERCEPTION OF OWN/OTHERS' COMPETENCE AND
IMMORAL BEHAVIOUR
The study investigated the possibility of Wegner's (1994) ironic effects deterioration in the perception of one's own and the other's
competence and immoral behavior. Twelve groups (223 subjects) were assigned to different conditions: cognitive load v. lack of cognitive
load, and instruction in competence domain: suppression, concentration, none. Evaluations of one's own versus the others' competence and
immoral behavior were measured. Cognitive load resulted in an evaluation of one's own behavior consistent with accessibility of moral or
competence category, not with ironic effects. Evaluations of the others' behavior were consistent with chronic accessibility of moral
domain. The explanation refers to Baumeister (1998) ego depletion theory.
Key words: mental control, ironic effect, competence, immoral behavior
Elżbieta Kasprzak, Instytut Psychologii. AkademiaBydgoska im. Kazimierza Wielkiego. Bydgoszcz
219-225 Czynniki sukcesu zawodowego młodych bezrobotnych w świetle indywidualno-środowiskowego dopasowania do rynku pracy
FACTORS OF JOB SUCCESS OF YOUNG UNEMPLOYED IN THE L1GHT OF PERSON-ENVIRONMENT FIT TO THE LABOUR
MARKET
The article presents the results of research concerning the impact of individual and environmental adaptation to taking up and holding
down jobs by young unemployed people. During research the personality test (the test was contained within the big five model) NEO FFI
Costa and McCrae as well as the Sheet of Chances of Success on the job market, accomplished by the author of the study, were applied.
417 people were examined (with the age average of 22.3 years) and after 12 months their status on the job market was analyzed. Two
groups were singled out, the first group consisted of people who held down their jobs (153 people) for a year and the second group of those
who failed to do so (232 people). People who managed to remain in work for a year differ from the rest and are characterized by the
following: lower neuroticism level, greater conscientiousness, higher subjective commitment to find work, higher subjective chance of
attaining success, higher subjective availability of work, more precise self-assessment concerning chances on the job market, more precise
self-assessment concerning commitment, greater subjective and objective attachment to a job, better contact with reality as well as better
subjective adaptation understood as conformity between work availability and commitment to work inquiries. According to the model of
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logistic regression, essential variables in holding down a job are neuroticism, subjective attachment to a job as well as accuracy of selfassessment concerning commitment.
Key words: unemployment, self-assessment, job success, person-environment fit
Aleksandra Jaworska, Instytut Psychologii. Uniwersytet im. Adama Mickiewicza, Poznań
227-240 Badanie efektywności psychoterapii metodą Consumer Reports: Analiza metodologii
A CONSUMER REPORT STUDY ON PSYCHOTHERAPY EFFECTIVENESS: ANALYSIS OF A METHODOLOGY
An analysis of the methodology used in the study on psychotherapy effectiveness conducted by Consumer Reports (CR) proved that the
method had serious flaws. The main flaws undermining the credibility of the research findings are: biased sampling, lack of control groups
and a quite imprecise and partial measurement tool. Each of these flaws taken separately is sufficient to consider the results of the CR study
to be valueless because of low both internal and external validity. The methodology used in the study did not allow control of the factors
limiting the two types of validity, such as: history, maturation, selection, statistical regression and mortality – for internal validity and nonrepresentativeness of the sample and interaction of selection with an active factor (therapy) – for external validity. Because of this we can
state that the main conclusion from the CR study: "psychotherapy is effective" is not justified as it lacks scientific grounds.
Key words: consumer report, psychotherapy effectiveness, analysis
Anna Maria Zawadzka, Instytut Psychologii, Uniwersytet Gdański, Gdańsk
241-246 Osobowość a wartości hedonistyczne i utylitarne w sytuacji zakupu
PERSONALITY VERSUS HEDONIC AND UTILITARIAN VALUES AS DETERMINANTS OF SHOPPING
The aim of this paper is to present the relationship between consumer preference of hedonic and utilitarian values in shopping situations
and their personality determinants. 268 subjects, aged 20 – 50, were surveyed. They were asked to fill in hedonic, utilitarian values scales
(prepared especially for this research), personality questionnaire (NEO – FII) and pragmatic behaviour scale (Wojciszke) – four methods to
verify the hypothesis. First, statistical methods were applied to validate two value scales. Then, on the basis of the outcomes in hedonic and
utilitarian scales respectively, three consumer groups were selected. The results showed that consumers focused on hedonic and utilitarian
values differed significantly in two personality features: extroversion and conscientiousness. Consumers focused on hedonic values were
more extroverted and less conscientious than those who were not. Consumers focused on utilitarian values were less extroverted and more
conscientious and pragmatic than those who were not. Additionally, it appeared that women were more focused on hedonic values and men
on utilitarian ones. The conclusion from the presented results is that there is a strong link between the selected personality determinants and
described values in shopping situations.
Key words: personality, hedonic values, utilitarian values, shopping

